
 Taurai Moyo Was listening Zifm program Head on and Supa was with Dr Simba Makoni 

the president of MKD and he said this country is not under economic sanctions. He repeatedly 

said some individuals and organizations were targeted. What's your take what do you say what is 
your comment? The Zanu PF believes the country is under sanctions, MDC says they are  

o  Taurai Moyo Restrictive measures against some individuals and organisations who were perceived by 

the Western countries to have been abusing and violating human rights!  

o  Nkosiyapha Masukume So to speak are we saying because the few people who are restricted from 

entering,trading or investing in EU and America,that affect others?Otherwise those restricted are circumuvating 

the system through third parties.When the president(Mugabe) is going for UN meetings,all his band is allowd and 

thus, they will do whatever they want,eg shopping and visiting friends.Can that affect bread and butter issues of 

an ordinary zimbo?(1)We need food-we did not inport maize when those farmers were there in Mashonaland 

green belt.They were plent of jobs when those industries like Zisco were running,We had factories for almost 

everything,manufacturing food,cars,you name it.Sanctions means nothing to me.Compare those sanctions for 

yersterday Rhodesia and today Zimbabwe.Smith managed to bypass for example,they refused to sell him cars for 

war and he called engineers from all over the world and promised them good pay.He asked them to design,see 

the results-PUMA vehicles.Did we ordinary Rhodesians of that time suffer?There was food everywhere,There were 

jobs plent of them.Even the herald of that time did not even report much on the effects of these sanction hurting 

ordinary people but success of domestic remedies.No industry was closed,but rather increased.We had to do it 

domestically.Now tell me,whats holding our government from doing the same,We have diamonds which Smith 

didnt have.We sell them to China,Sadc and middle east,Whats the noise.A BAD CARPENTER BLAMES HIS 

TOOLS.Let those who knows how to farm do the job and supply us.  

o  Taurai Moyo Well said man I think the sanctions are in our mind and some fellow country men are 

asking for credit lines which we know we cannot have access to them because we have a debt that wants to be 

cleared off. 1 December 2012 at 11:42 · Like 

o  Taungana B. Ndoro So countries with credit lines have no debt Taurai Moyo? Let's be logical not 

emotional Cde. 1 December 2012 at 15:43 via mobile · Edited · Like · 1 

o  Taurai Moyo Cde Taungana B. Ndoro, um not being emotional, but let us be very objective here, we 

have been getting these monies from several monetary institutions but what have we done with the money? 

Kushandiswa kwemari yacho ndiko kunotinyimisa mari we spent a lot of money in DRC and Angola defending our 

liberation brothers and colleagues but what did we get out of it? Go to Angola and DRCongo today, big companies 

exploiting business in those countries are South Africans and what did they do when Kabila was struggling to 

handle the rebels? What happened in Mozambique, we spent our time there in solidarity but we were milking our 

revenue base without ploughing back the monies. All we did to defend other governments was gud but what were 

our benefits after such huge risks and investments? 1 December 2012 at 17:15 · Like · 1 

o  Nyamutatanga Makombe Anyone with a copy of ZDERA? 2 December 2012 at 14:25 · Like 

o  Taungana B. Ndoro Okay Taurai Moyo now you have added speculation to what you had logically 

proposed should be objective. How can you claim that "we have been getting these monies from several 

monetary institutions"? Please name them. 
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As for your reference to our involvement in the DRC and "Angola" ...it just shows how conveniently you have 

digressed to satisfy your emotions. 3 December 2012 at 12:05 · Like 

o  Mabasa Sasa What does ZIDERA say? MULTILATERAL FINANCING RESTRICTION. — ... The Secretary 

of the (US) Treasury shall instruct the United States executive director to each international financial institution to 

oppose and vote against— 

(1) any extension by the respective institution of any loan, credit, or guarantee to the Government of Zimbabwe; 

or(2) any cancellation or reduction of indebtedness owed by 

the Government of Zimbabwe to the United States or any.  INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.—The 

term 

‘‘international financial institutions’’ means the multilateral 

development banks and the International Monetary Fund. 

(2) MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS.—The term ‘‘multilateral development banks’’ means the International 

Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development, the International Development Association, the International Finance 

Corporation, the 

Inter-American Development Bank, the Asian Development 

Bank, the Inter-American Investment Corporation, the African 

Development Bank, the African Development Fund, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and 

What are among the conditions for lifting the sanctions? The Government of Zimbabwe has demonstrated a 

commitment to an equitable, legal, and transparent land reform programme consistent with agreements reached 

at the International Donors’ Conference on Land Reform and Resettlement in Zimbabwe held in Harare, 

Zimbabwe, in September 1998. For me it's clear as daylight. These are economic sanctions on a government and 

not on individuals. The Americans themselves say it, why should we outdo each other to re-interpret their 

intentions for them? And one of their objectives is to take the land title status quo to the pre-2000 order, 

specifically to the situation obtaining in 1998. They said it, not me! As for the EU sanctions. I humbly suggest 

reading the link I will post below. It is a review of implementation of Article 96 of the Cotonou Partnership 

Agreement (on which those sanctions are premised) as conducted by Holland's Ministry of Foreign Affairs. You will 

get from it the purpose of the sanctions. Again, their own words - not mine!  http://www.three-

cs.net/images/triplec6.pdf  Oh, forgot another small detail. When motivating Zidera, Chester Crocker said the only 

way to separate the people from Mugabe was to make the economy scream, hence the need for sanctions. 

Google it. And for those who don't know Chester Crocker, he is the same guy who said Savimbi was "one of the 

most talented and charismatic of leaders in modern African history". Enough said  Sorry, one more thing. Zidera 

adds that "(T)he (US) President may waive the provisions ... if the President determines that it is in the national 

interest of the United States to do so". So it is about America's interests, not Zimbabwe's or those of 

Zimbabweans. Never forget that when engaging on the matter of foreign policy 

o  Vimbai Zinyama Mushongera Its interesting debate considering that we have embassy offices in 

those countries which is an indication of diplomatic relations and the same countries do have embassy offices in 

the country. Secondly the balance of payment position (BOP) check with Zim stats or RBZ indicates that more 

funds are flowing from the said countries than we are sending out , the Zimbabweans flocking to the said 

countries have increased in Number ......Balance of Trade (BOT) more western goods on the market than before 

(Actually more preferred for quality) People traveling on medical grounds to those countries are more , Obviously 

there are few being restricted for GOVERNANCE ISSUES .....Clearance for these people must be obtained from 

victims I think than for anyone to speak for them..Funds which are restricted from are tied with GOVERNANCE 

issues .... you cannot insist on getting them if you have not met the standard and the giving organisations have 

set their standards......The challenge is should they just qualify you and ignore the Bad Governance issues 

.....ethically and morally that would be wrong ......So what needs to be done? Satisfy the requirements , 

demonstrate remorse and there must be a shift towards good governance 

o  Mabasa Sasa I was at Africa University for a public lecture by Ambassador Dell, I think it was in 2005. 

He was told to his face by varsity officials that they had failed to access certain software from Silicon Valley 

because the Office of Asset Control in the US Treasury told them "We are not allowed by law to deal with you". 

Africa U was built, correct me if I am wrong, by American Methodists, but even they could not deal with American 

companies on such a simple matter as purchasing software. I wonder if the varsity is an individual guilty of 

whatever it is that is being classified here as "wrong". A few years ago, I and several people I know tried to open 
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PayPal accounts from Zim. We were notified that it was not possible because of US Treasury "restrictions" on 

dealing with Zimbabweans in Zimbabwe. PayPal is the largest online method of transacting, encompassing no less 

than 100m people - but not Zimbabweans in Zim (unless that has since changed). I know a couple that tried to 

send money home to Chinhoyi to buy a stand to build a house on. The money was frozen by US Treasury because 

it went through a bank sanctioned by the US. Is it the bank that suffered loss or is it the couple? I know another 

who had money frozen while trying to pay varsity fees for a child back home. Who suffered? So while the 

sanctions have crippled key government operations (which is why you will never find out how exactly Zim 

diamonds are being traded, as a sanctions busting measure), they have also affected ordinary folk who have no 

idea what BOT and BOP are. I am sure you will get many such personal tales of the impact of "targeted" sanctions 

if you ask around... 

o  Mabasa Sasa But all this does not matter. ZIDERA and the Review of Article 96 of Cotonou say it all. 

Good day gents 

o Taungana B. Ndoro Thank you Mabasa Sasa for the enlightening the mediocrity. Sometimes simple 

things are taken for granted, simple things like sanctions, simple things like governance, democracy etecetera-

etecetera. 

Talking of governance...governance according to who? Is governance an Al-Qaeda issue? Does it mean 

slaughtering Gaddafi, Saddam Hussein? Sponsoring rebels in equatorial Africa? Is it African Governance or is it 

Western Governance in Africa? How do you justify loaning your neighbour $2 on condition that you run his 

home?  

It is surprising and even alarming for the West how we have reached a new plateau of group mediocrity and 

docility when we steadfastly propagate Western propaganda amongst ourselves more than the West does in their 

own countries because of our lack of individuality. 

o  Tawanda Nyahuye SO THE BOTTOM LINE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN IS THAT SANCTIONS ARE WITH 

US. 

o  Taurai Moyo Tawanda I need us to say are we under Economic Sanctions or not? Justify your answer 

please. 

o  Taurai Moyo Are we under an embargo? 

o  Kudzie Muhlanga Whats next to counter these sanctions you are talking about? 

o  Taurai Moyo Free and fair elections 

o  Tawanda Nyahuye Thank you Mr Moyo for recognising that bwe have sanctions that can only be 

history after free and fair elections. 

o  Taurai Moyo Targeted Sanctions Tawanda Nyahuye kkkkkkkkkk 

o  Tawanda Nyahuye Economic sanctions sir 
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o  Kudzie Muhlanga When are we going to have the so called free and fair elections? 

o  Tawanda Nyahuye only when the west give a thumps up 

o  Taurai Moyo Tawanda Nyahuye re-run of 2008 didn't require the West to say it was violent because it 

was clear, stop saying the west this or that we saw it all happening in 2008 and President RG Mugabe, Prime 

Minister MR Tsvangirai and DPM Professor A Mutambara agreed that the re-run was violent. Were they 

representing the West? let us be objective and stop being emotional we have to preach the gospel of ant-violence 

so that our dear brothers and sisters, our old and young people will be attracted with our political environment 

and therefore become keen to join in participating in the country's most influential practice of politics, We need to 

shun violence at all costs and be able to appreciate and accept the results of the forthcoming elections, we need 

an environment which attracts our young and old intellectuals to participate in politics, you cannot even ask the 

top businessmen of today to take part in any portfolio because politics was tainted a dirty game and nobody with 

a sound intellectual background will join us in nation building through politics because they don't want their 

names and integrity to be associated with violent culture of our 2 main rivals in Zimbabwean politics. 

o  Tawanda Nyahuye kikikikikiki- did l sound emotional Sir?. lam saying in our country free and fair 

elections tag can only come from the west. We can declare it free and fair ourselves but that will not meant 

anything if the goal to be achieved according to them through elections is not achieved. Those sanctions will 

remain in place. 

o  Kudzie Muhlanga From my understanding, if they will be called free and fair elections if we follow 

SADC guidelines, if we don't even Mr.Tawanda Nyahuye will say they they are not free. 

o Tawanda Nyahuye no not me Sir but the west 

o  Mabasa Sasa Even if the elections are "free and fair", there are other conditions. Such as taking back 

the land status quo to what it was at the Land Donor Conference of 1998 as stated in the text of ZIDERA. We all 

know that will never happen, so do the Americans. In essence they are saying we will screw you (or as Chester 

Crocker said, keep making your economy scream) for as long as we want. What you as Zimbabweans think or feel 

counts for a tidy zero in the American scheme of things 

o Taurai Moyo We need to do what we must do, Conduct free and fair elections, 

o Kudzie Muhlanga Mr. Mabasa Sasa pamaSADC guidlines pane maconditions ekuti you must consider 

ZIDERA here, please clarify that? 

o Mabasa Sasa Sorry, I am lost Cde Kudzie Muhlanga. I don't see the connection between SADC and 

ZIDERA. I do remember, however, that in 2002 the SADC Election Observer Mission, led by - I think - Namibia - 

said the polls conformed with the SADC Guidelines. But we all know what impact that had on American policy on 

Zimbabwe... Which goes back to what I said earlier, American policy is not determined by what you do but by 

what America wants. 
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o Kudzie Muhlanga So 2002 lets say they were free and fair, lets come to 2008 Cde Mabasa Sasa? 

o Mabasa Sasa The sanctions were already there... 

o Mabasa Sasa And the sanctions were not imposed as a result of electoral conduct. If you recall the 

timeline, IMF pulled out in 1999... 

o Kudzie Muhlanga Sanctions were already there yes, but who who was/is sanctioned? 

o Mabasa Sasa I don't believe IMF sanctions individuals... 

o Nyamutatanga Makombe The current debate is also addressed here. I am finding the debate quite 

informative.http://www.newzimbabwe.com/opinion-9718-Zimbabwes+land+revolution+a+success/opinion.aspx 

Zimbabwe's land revolution a success 

o  Mabasa Sasa Thanks. Let me read that 

o  Kudzie Muhlanga I read it, you must know who wrote it first before you make any beliefs and his 

agenda. 

o  Nyamutatanga Makombe @Kudzi Muhlanga, I think you would do us great favour explaining more 

on the author and possibly his agenda 

o  Baba Va Fungai Right now as we write this, ZIDERA requires Americans serving in international 

bodies to vote against aid to Zimbabwe. Can somebody explain to me, how 'targeted' is such as requirement. The 

sanctions against individuals, were part of a bouquet of other measures generally aimed at hindering Zimbabwe's 

progress and try and make people believe that owning their own land was economically detrimental. If owning the 

land is so economically detrimental, why are people fighting so hard to keep ownership of the land. If being 

merely employed by someone is so good, why are people fighting so hard to keep ownership of the resources 

which they then use to employ others. The truth is simple, if you own the resources yo get to keep the cream and 

pass on the dregs to those you employ. Vashandi ndimi vekudya masvisvinwa maboziwero achitsenga mvura. 

Fungaiwo!! 
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o  Edgar Muzulu Sanctions are in place for everyone to see. They are the poor person more. That is a 

fact. 

o  Edgar Muzulu Imean tsanctions are bleeding the poor person more. 
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